LIST OF PLATES

1. Crator cantonment area showing bungalow type of house and vacant land kept for military. Left side of the photograph has been kept for civilian.

2. Maalla-Decca showing Dhow, Harbour Stores and Graveyard.

3. Maalla Madram Road, first photograph shows the road before building had started. Next photograph shows the same area after building had completed.

4. Crater from Main pass showing the expansion of buildings. Left side of the photograph shows the cantonment area at present time. Right side shows the same area and multistoreyed houses in Khosaf and Queen Arwa Road. On the right of the Second Photograph there is Gandhi Road with scattered huts in the Western part of the cantonment.

5. Maalla Madram Road Showing multi-storeyed houses which were occupied by British military families. Now settled by people migrated from different parts of the city as well as from the country.

6. Maalla: A view from the Main pass showing the skyline and the Road connecting Maalla with Crater. The photograph also shows the ships in the harbour.

7. An aerial view of Maalla Madram and Assaiedi Roads. Left side of the photograph shows the harbour and its stores along with vacant land utilized after Independence.
8. Tawahi, showing the Clock Tower and the playground which is not yet in proper shape. In the background of the photograph there are shops.

9. Tawahi, showing harbour, oil tanks, boats, stores, hotels and office of the Port Trust.

10. Tawahi showing the settlement area occupying the lowland between spurs. In the periphery of the photograph it is clear that there are scattered and small houses.

11. Tawahi part of CBD where there are many shops meant for goods.


14. A view jointed Front Bay with Sera Island, showing types of buildings and Sera Castle.

15. Aerial view of Crater showing hobiashi stadium on left side, Esplanade Road and Siala Road are on the right side. Towards the periphery there is linear settlement due to presence of the mountains.

16. Crater showing the cisterns excavated in the rocks towards the catchment area for collecting rain water. In the background of the photograph there is Crater area of settlement.

17. Crater showing the old minerate in the city.
18. Crater a view shawing part of the CBD and car park. Towards the hills the area is occupied by huts.

19. Maalla from the harbour showing the stores and multistoreyed houses behind the harbour.

20. Photograph showing the building of boats and donwos in the port of Aden.

21. Photograph showing the camels, which were the only means of transport between the country side and the city.

22. Photograph showing the multistoreyed houses which came up during these days in the outerzones.

23. Photograph showing the oil refinery in Little Aden.

24. Photograph showing Main Pass and fortification before expansion and removed the arch which had taken place during 1960's.

25. Photograph showing church which was built in the last century. After Independence it is used for many purposes.